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Length Hull Weight Beam Max Payload

17' 44 lbs. 22" 270 lbs.
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Building the Shearwater Kayaks from Plans

Builders starting from scratch must assemble a “kit” of parts before proceeding with construction on Page 29.  Builders 
starting from a CLC kit should skip to page 28.

Plywood

The Shearwater kits are cut from marine BS1088-grade okoume plywood, 4mm in thickness, with decks cut from 3mm 
sapele.  You may substitute 4mm okoume for the 3mm sapele deck, but we urge you not to substitute lesser grades of 
plywood or differing thicknesses.  Because they are not built on molds, the Shearwaters adopt their shape as the hull 
panels are wired together.  The bending properties of 4mm okoume marine plywood are as much a part of the design as 
the shapes of the panels are.  A lauan Shearwater might not be merely of inferior strength and appearance; it might not be 
the right shape, either.

Plywood Layout

The materials list notes a “loose” and “tight” layout for some models.  An example of a tight layout is shown below.

A looser layout adds a sheet of okoume and allows room for error.  It’s also preferable if you want to join sheets of ply-
wood or “blanks” together prior to cutting out the parts.  In either case, we indicate a single sheet of sapele for the deck 
panels because it is so desirable that the deck grain matches.
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Don’t tighten them yet; just a few twists with the pliers.

tighten up all the wires.  Make sure the bow and stern 
lines are straight and vertical and that the boat is not 
twisted.  The ends may require some work to get the 
bottom panels to line up with the side panels. A clamp 
pinching the bottom panels together at the ends might 
help bring those surfaces into line with the side panels. 

Stitch Together the Deck 
(3 hours)

The deck has an elegant, interesting shape, but goes together quite easily.  Wire together the front and rear decks 
starting at the front of the cockpit and working back around toward the “horns” of the dark Sapele foredeck panel.  
The foredeck will start to take on an arched shape immediately.

front and rear decks together.

Wire fore deck to rear deck 
starting at front of cockpit, 
then working around toward 
the back. Twist wires on out-
side of deck.
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Wire the sheer panels to the middle deck pieces.  Add in the deck forms.  The deck forms will help camber the foredeck.  
Wire the front deck form tightly to the sheer panel and front deck panel on one side, then force the deck into an arch and 
wire it to the other side to hold the arch shape.  It isn’t hard to do solo, but a helper makes the deck forming process go 
more quickly.

Stitching in the deck formers with a helper. 

Here’s a shot of the hull and deck assemblies, ready to be mated for the 
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Install the cockpit coaming 
(2 hours)

 
Put a piece of plastic into the cockpit to catch any epoxy drips 
The cockpit coaming is a sandwich of three layers: coaming 
spacers, which are in left and right halves, and the coaming 
itself, a one-piece ring that is the top layer of the sandwich.  
Thicken epoxy to a mustard consistency with silica powder and 
liberally butter up the mating surfaces of the coaming spacers 
and coaming. 

I use spring clamps to hold the coaming in place because they 
are fast and can be set in place with one hand.  Whatever kind of 
clamps you use, you can’t have too many .  The coaming needs 

as they will dent the wood and starve the joints of epoxy.

coaming.  This will add a lot of strength.  And do the best you 
can to clean up the epoxy on the inside of the coaming or you’ll 

knee braces, the ear-shaped protrusions near the front of the 
cockpit.

When the epoxy cures, remove all the clamps and use a rasp or 
sandpaper to smooth the inside and outside of the coaming.  

 shaver works pretty well on the inside of the 
coaming.  
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Fiberglass the deck 
(2 hours)

seam right at the cockpit.

overhanging onto the side panels.

When you apply the epoxy, start in the middle, just forward of the cockpit.  Work 
out from the cockpit.  Leave the cloth covering the openings for the hatches and 

the hull, so obsessively squeegee off the drips and runs on the hull sides.  You’re 
going to have to sand the sides again, anyway, to feather in the overhanging deck 

Don’t forget about the hatch covers.  They should be sheathed 

the tops.

The Shearwater 17 includes an expanded step-by-step 100-page instruction  
manual with more than 300 illustrations.

Shearwater 17 “Tight Layout”

Shearwater 17 “Loose Layout”


